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NZ Oceanic Charters is based in the Hauraki 
Gulf, Auckland, New Zealand. It operates day 
and overnight charters around the stunning 
Hauraki Gulf, including destinations such as 
Great Barrier Island, Little Barrier Island, Hen 
and Chicken Islands, Mokohinau Islands and 
the famous Poor Knights Marine Reserve.

HAWERE, OUR FLAGSHIP
Hawere was designed as a research vessel, including 

diving, for University of Auckland by LOMOcean Marine 

Naval Architects and built by Qualicraft at Matakana in 

2000. At 15m and powered by twin 6-cylinder, 420hp 

Caterpillar engines, Hawere cruises at 18kts, with a top 

speed of 24kts. She is ideal for diving, scientific work, 

bird watching and recreational groups of up to six 

people overnight in bunk style accommodation, 

plus two crew, or 20 on day trips.



MARINE SCIENCE

When you’re testing the water

Hawere is a purpose-built research vessel, 

suitable for a wide range of commercial 

activities, including light towing. She has plenty 

of secure stowage for sensitive equipment, a 

highly functional cockpit, easy boarding access 

and davits for deploying her 3.3m RIB with 

25hp outboard or ROVs. Belowdecks, she has 

a spacious meeting/dining area with full 240V 

power supply. The full electronics package 

includes sonar to assist observation underwater.



RECREATIONAL CRUISING

When you’re planning a wet weekend

For fun on the water and underneath, 

Hawere is ideal for celebrations such as 

birthdays, small wedding groups and Christmas 

cruises. She can sleep up to six guests overnight 

– plus two crew – and up to 20 on day trips. We 

have an onboard liquor licence with full galley 

facilities, and a well-appointed marine toilet and 

shower. Hawere’s shallow draft means she can 

tuck in close to the beach while her guests enjoy 

all-round views from the sheltered pilothouse.



DIVING CHARTER

When your business is going under 

Hawere is a serious dive boat, with an onboard 

compressor, a functional cockpit to aid kitting 

up, easy access to and from the water, stowage 

space for gear, a marine toilet/shower off the 

cockpit and the fuel range to explore the famous 

Poor Knights marine reserve, Mokohinaus and 

Great Barrier Island. Her davit can deploy and 

retrieve the 3.3m RIB and ROVs. We can arrange 

a dive master for your group if required. 



NZ Oceanic Charters Ltd
+64 21 941 313

bookings@nzoceanic.nz
nzoceanic.nz

CONTACT US FOR AVAILABILITY 
RATES & BOOKINGS

All of our vessels may be booked for a variety of 
activities, and rates are set according to the specific 
charter. Each vessel includes a skipper and can be 
booked out as a private concern. Individuals who wish 
to join other charter bookings, for example dive centre 
charters, can be introduced to our preferred 
dive operators.
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